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                Experience a New View

Beachfront living that brings the best of the Florida coastline inland to Wesley Chapel, new homes from the $300s to over $1 million, with sandy beaches and crystal-clear waters for you and your entire household. Add in ULTRAFi, a high-speed internet and entertainment bundle with the fastest speeds in the country, tuition-free Charter Academies dedicated to student achievement, and Streetleaf solar-powered streetlights, and it’s easy to see why it’s easy to live better, here.
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                    Built for You

        
                    
                It’s no wonder that Epperson was named Tampa’s Master Planned Community of the year in 2021 and is one of the nation’s top 50 Master Planned Communities. MetroPlaces is proud to be the first to offer a lifestyle like no other. Home of the nation’s first inland lagoon, residents enjoy crystal clear blue waters surrounded by resort-style amenities, events day and night, recreation on sandy beaches, and award-winning builders. Click the boxes to the right to learn more about DRB Homes, D.R. Horton, Lennar, M/I Homes, Pulte Homes and homes built for rent at Beacon.
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                        Beacon at Epperson Luxury Rental Townhomes Now Leasing.

LEARN MORE
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                        Currently sold out.
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                        Florida’s Luxury Homebuilder Lagoon Townhomes and Single Family Homes from the $500s.

LEARN MORE
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                        DR Horton Epperson Single Family Homes from the $300s. 

LEARN MORE 

Meadow Ridge at Epperson Townhomes from the low $300s.

LEARN MORE
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                        M/I Homes Single Family Homes from the low $400s.

LEARN MORE
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                        Currently sold out.



                    

                                    

                





                                                                    

            






    
    
                            
                                                            
                    
                                                

    
                    Epperson Lifestyle

        
                    
                Beachfront living that brings the best of the Florida coastline inland to Wesley Chapel, new homes from the $300s to over $1 million with sandy beaches and crystal-clear waters in your backyard. Add in ULTRAFi, a high-speed internet and entertainment bundle with the fastest speeds in the country, tuition-free Charter academies dedicated to student achievement, Streetleaf solar-powered streetlights, and it’s easy to see why it’s easy to live better, here.
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Welcome to Paradise


The Lagoon at Epperson is an expansive 7.5 acres of clear blue water surrounded by shores of resort-style fun and sandy beaches. Residents have full access to a vibrant beachfront lifestyle where each day feels like a vacation. Go paddleboarding on the Lagoon, refresh at the swim-up bar or in a cabana, meet new neighbors at resident-only events like trivia night, and admire a sunset whenever you want. This incredible amenity is the ultimate community experience.




    Lagoon Event Calendar  

Resident Benefits




                                
                                    
                                            
                                                                        

                                
                            

        

    



            
                    
        

    




    
        
            Explore the Elements

            From lagoon living to one-of-a-kind technology, vibrant parks to active trails, here are all of the elements for a great life™.
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                            Lagoons

                        

                        
                            Enjoy the numerous activities or simply enjoy the view. Already hugely popular throughout the world, we are excited to introduce MetroLagoons. With a full amenity center ranging from 5 to 15 acres in size, homeowners have the opportunity to live a coastal lifestyle steps away from their front door.
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                            UltraFi

                        

                        
                            ULTRAFi – A first-of-its-kind Internet in which every resident enjoys the fastest available at-home and community-wide Internet speeds in the U.S. ULTRAFi means unlimited entertainment and effortless streaming for the whole family with no interruptions.
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                            Charter Academies
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                            Charter Academies

                        

                        
                            To bring healthy learning opportunities to our Metro Kids close to home, we’ve incorporated two Tuition-free Charter Academies right outside the Epperson and Union Park Communities. Both Academies feature K-8 or K-12 schools by Charter Schools USA which operates high quality schools with an unwavering dedication to student achievement. These nearby or in-community schools provide a choice for parents, students and teachers. These schools have received the SACS CASI (Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Council on Accreditation and School Improvement) accreditation seal, meaning that all of its current schools are accredited. To learn more please visit CharterSchoolsUSA.com
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                            Streetleaf Solar Streetlights
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                            Streetleaf Solar Streetlights

                        

                        
                            Streetleaf is available at select MetroPlaces communities and is the first-of-its-kind solar streetlight system in the nation. Streetleaf delivers more than modern appeal and nighttime security. Not only does it save energy, it is not reliant on a power grid which reduces dependence on conventional utilities. The smart technology will automatically dim during inactivity and power to full strength when someone walks or drives by. 
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                            Golf Cart Paths
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                            Golf Cart Paths

                        

                        
                            You don’t need a round of 18 anymore. Cruise into convenience as you get around in your own golf cart via our well-placed paths. You will be delighted to use these routes inside the community to visit neighbors or quickly get to all the fun.
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                            Lush Landscaping
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                            Lush Landscaping

                        

                        
                            Green grass, trees, plants and flowers are abundant with our beautiful community design but it extends beyond the landscape. With bridges, towers, upgraded street signs and light posts, winding roads that curve and elevate…the big and small details that make you feel a sense of neighborhood, a sense of special, a sense of home.
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                            Gated Entry

                        

                        
                            Residents will have peace of mind with the additional benefit of a gated entry. Come and go as you please with remote access and call-in access for visitors.
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                            Miles Of Trails
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                            Miles Of Trails

                        

                        
                            Get out and get going on our system of sidewalks, paved paths and natural trails that cover several miles around the community, connecting residents to amenities and each other. Cycle, walk, jog or skate. Whatever your route, you’ll find fun and adventure along the way.
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                            Smart Homes

                        

                        
                            Want to dim the lights? Change the temperature? Set the security? It’s so simple here. Once you download the app, you can adjust it all from across the room or across town. Your new home comes with smart controlled features already in place and of course you can always add more.

To learn more about Smart Homes, click here.
(https://www.metroplaces.com/my-ultrafi/)
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                            Green Space

                        

                        
                            We believe that Green Space makes our neighborhoods special. A great place for events…or to kick the ball around…bring the pets…relax with a book…catch some sun…chase the kids…movie on the lawn…the list goes on and on.
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                            Dog Park

                        

                        
                            When we designed the community, we thought about all of our residents. Even the pooches. So the off-leash Dog Park is the perfect place to let them run wild. They’ll be begging you to take them everyday.
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                            Tot Lot

                        

                        
                            Every resident, small or tall, needs their own space! The Tot Lot features a great big play structure for kids to climb up, jump around and slide down. As a topper, there’s a shady canopy to prolong the joy and laughter.
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                            Connected City

                        

                        
                            Connected City is a state-recognized, public-private project committed to accelerating innovation by creating a sustainable place for people, commerce, collaboration, and opportunity.
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                            Top Builders
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                            Top Builders

                        

                        
                            Award-winning builders including Biscayne Homes, D.R. Horton, Lennar, M/I Homes, and Pulte Homes and more, partner with MetroPlaces to offer a wide selection of new single-family homes, townhomes, and Lagoon residences. 
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                            Award-Winning Communities
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                            Award-Winning Communities

                        

                        
                            We are extremely proud to offer some of the area’s most popular and Award-Winning communities. Metro is honored to have won high accolades for its amenities, homes, technology, people, innovation, and more. At MetroPlaces we are committed to the Gold Standard in the Development of Master Planned Communities.

                        

                    

                

            
        

    





    

					Our News

		
		
							

									Feb 01, 20194 Reasons to Live in a Master Planned Community in Florida
New Homes, General

									Oct 13, 20219 MetroPlaces communities in Tampa Bay now have ULTRAFi Internet
New Homes, Press Releases, ULTRAFi

									Sep 21, 2021Epperson Earns #27 Ranking in US for 2021 New Homes Sales
Epperson, New Homes, Press Releases

									Apr 01, 2021Latest Lagoon Enhancements at Epperson
Epperson, Lagoon, Press Releases
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Interested in Epperson?
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First Name

Last Name* 
Last Name

Email*
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This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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